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QUARTERLY INSIGHT Derivative trading: how to benefit from market volatility



Pierre Hageman Senior Derivative and Equity Trader PSG Wealth



Derivative instruments such as single stock futures (SSFs) and contracts for difference (CFDs) allow traders to make significant profits by taking positions on likely movements in the local equity market without owning the underlying share. International derivatives (IDXs) offer similar opportunities on international markets. Educating clients who are knowledgeable traders on how and when to use these instruments will allow you to help them capitalise on short-term market fluctuations.



Derivative trading: back to the basics



Single stock futures



Long and short positions A departure point for clients looking to broaden their trading activities with the use of derivatives, is understanding the basic principles underpinning these instruments. A derivative is a contract between two parties that derives its value from an agreed-upon underlying instrument or index – and the movements in the market value of this instrument or index. In simple terms, when a trader purchases a derivative contract, they are purchasing the difference in cost between the opening and closing value of the underlying shares. The key to benefiting from these products therefore lies in correctly predicting the direction of movement of the underlying share. For example, if a trader expects the price of a share to rise, and hopes to profit from this, he or she would open a long position. This involves buying the shares to secure an underlying position in the market and agreeing to accept the shares at the future date (at the future price). The trader can close the long contract at any time before the expiry date by simply selling the number of contracts bought. In contrast, if the trader hopes to make money on a falling share price, they would open a short position.



SSF contracts are entered into between buyers who undertake to pay a specified price for 100 shares of a single stock on an agreed future date, and sellers who undertake to deliver the shares at that point.



Margins Trading margins are essentially trading ‘collateral’ that traders pay to brokers to cover some of the trading risk they take on. An initial margin is required for all derivative trading, before any contracts are opened. This is calculated as a percentage of the purchase price of the derivative in which a trader wants to trade, and must be paid from the cash available in their trading account. Ongoing margin requirements refer to the minimum balance required in the trading account.



If the SSF contract expires or closes out, or physical settlement is impossible or impractical, the contract will be settled in cash.



If the price of the underlying shares making up a derivative contract falls, and the trader has gone long on the contract, the trading account goes into the red and the trader will receive a margin call. They will have until 16h00 on the following business day to either pay in enough money or close out enough contracts to bring the account back into the black. Mark to market All derivative contracts are ‘marked to market’ (MTM) daily at 17h00. This means that all open positions are revalued. This is done by calculating the difference between the closing price of the underlying instrument on a specific day and its closing price the previous day.



SSF trading takes place on the Equity Derivatives Market (EDM), formed in 1988 (formerly known as SAFEX). SSF margins are calculated by the EDM every two weeks and all SSF contracts are settled (either physically or in cash) through the EDM. Physical settlement takes place when the buyer of the contract accepts the agreed number of shares at the agreed price from the seller on the set date. This is normally on the day after a quarter close-out, which is the third Thursday of every quarter and marks the cut-off date for SSF contracts.



For example, the SSF contract may be 1SOLQ SEP16 @ future price of 41474. Here, the buyer must accept 100 Sasol (SOL) shares at a price of R414.74 each on 16 September 2016 from the seller.



An example may be a West Texas Intermediate (WTI) contract, which is made up of 100 barrels of oil. In this case, the buyer would receive the agreed value of the shares in cash, instead of taking delivery of the barrels of oil. Traders can close their SSF contracts at any time before the expiry date by simply closing out the contract (i.e. selling shares if they have gone long, or buying shares if they have gone short). The profit or loss will be the number of contracts x 100 x the price difference between the opening (purchase) and closing (selling) price of the contract. The initial margin will be returned to the trader.



Contracts for difference CFD contracts are entered into between a trader and their broker, where the trader either makes or loses money based on the movement of the underlying share without ever actually owning the underlying shares.
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For example, the CFD exposure may be 100 SOL at R396 bought on 17 June 2016. If the share price increases by R10 on 20 June and the trader sells the CFD contract (100 SOL @ R406), he or she makes a profit of R1 000 (the number of shares x the difference in the share price). The opposite will be true if the share price drops by R10. As with SSFs, the initial margin is returned to the trader when the contract is closed. CFD margins are set by the issuers of the contracts. CFD margins are currently set at 15% for Top 40 shares and 17.5% for Top 41 to Top 100 shares.



International derivatives (IDXs) IDX contracts are similar to CFDs, but give traders exposure to the share price movements of internationally listed shares such



as Apple (listed in the US) or Unilever (listed in the UK). A major advantage of these contracts is that traders do not require a foreign trading account, as all contracts are cash settled in rands (these contracts are never physically settled). Traders can therefore benefit from offshore exposure without taking local currency abroad, meaning that their foreign exchange allowance is not affected. IDX margins are calculated by the EDM every two weeks.



Derivatives offer experienced traders an attractive value proposition Derivative instruments allow traders to take advantage of any market movement – up or down – to maximise returns with minimal capital outlay. They are also a good way to diversify and hedge trading portfolios. This makes them excellent vehicles for short-term trading strategies of experienced traders with the necessary risk appetite.
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quarterly insight - SLIDELEGEND.COM 

support the trade of securities online or through our trading desk via telephone. The telephonic service is provided at no charge â€“ a unique industry advantage.
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introduction - PSG 

Adriaan Pask uncovers the art and science of making appropriate investment decisions when investing in global equities. Our online trading platform helps you.
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introduction - PSG 

Volatility can create opportunities for traders to capitalise on temporary pricing anomalies. In his article, Shaun van den Berg sets out the necessary foundation ...
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consumer insight emotionspsychologische 

Legal consumer insight emotionspsychologische fundierung und praktische anleitung ... manual thoroughly, bring your product and execute what the manual is ...
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consumer insight emotionspsychologische 

Legal consumer insight emotionspsychologische fundierung und praktische ... Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading consumer insight.
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CS Insight - Panda Security 

informáticos a sus clientes y espera que cada producto cumpla con los requisitos particulares de sus usuarios. Cualquier
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DESIGO INSIGHT MANUAL PDF 

DESIGO INSIGHT MANUAL PDF - Are you looking for Ebook desigo insight manual PDF ? You will be glad to know that right now desigo insight manual PDF is available on our online library. With our online resources, you can find desigo insight manual or j
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SpeedyPacker Insight AWS 

Mit dem SpeedyPacker. InsightÂ® System stehen. Ihnen zwei Methoden zur VerfÃ¼gung, um Ihre. Polsterproduktion zu steuern. Die. Schnellwahltasten spiegeln die ersten sechs Tasten des Multifunktionsdisplays wieder. Sie bieten schnellen Zugriff auf hÃ¤u
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insight guides australia pdf 

Anschlusses Vom Mrz 1938 Verffentlichungen Der Kommission Fr Die Geschichte Sterreichs Bd16,. Introduction To Matrices, and many other ebooks.
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PSG GOLEA AL BAYERN 

hace 22 horas - FASHION WEEK NICARAGUA, MÁS INTERNACIONAL. En la décima primera edición de este evento de moda participa
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daily investment update - PSG 

Jan 22, 2016 - The gold price edged lower in Asian trade ... Gold was last trading ..... lower towards oversold levels but there are still no clear bullish signals.
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Nov 3, 2016 - signals from the Federal Reserve that it could hike ... up in volatile trade before former ... Source: Reuters, Business Day, Trading Economics.
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daily investment update - PSG 

Jan 21, 2016 - volatile trade on Wednesday but ... losses in late trade on the back of a ..... The RSI indicator is giving a bullish divergence signal to suggest a ...
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May 27, 2016 - Oil futures slipped in Asian trade on Friday ... giving mixed signals if the JSE would ... Source: Reuters, Business Day, Trading Economics.
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Webroot Quarterly Threat Update 

The number of new malicious Android® apps is expected to quintuple in 2016 .... Many people in Asian countries use their Android devices for all their online ...
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quarterly report 4q2013 

o Operation and maintenance provisions, which decreased by MXN 30.5 million .... Agreement, the Company holds the right
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daily investment update - PSG 

Feb 29, 2016 - was last trading at R161312 against the ... Trade balance (cons R13.5bn) .... The two technical indicators are giving mixed signals with the ...
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Feb 4, 2016 - trade in Singapore on Friday ahead of the ..... bearish as both technical indicators are giving bearish signals to suggest more downside.
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Aug 16, 2016 - macro-economic signals in the world's ... selling accelerated in late trade after the dollar ... Source: Reuters, Business Day, Trading Economics.
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quarterly report 1q2014 

to Annex 4 of the FARAC I Concession Agreement, and a change in vehicle mix, .... o Operation and maintenance provisions
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quarterly report 4q2017 

The amount of construction revenues and expenses are derived from the Expansion Works executed in FARAC I. Therefore, th
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Homicides in Guatemala - InSight Crime 

Juan Orlando Hernández told a gathering at the Woodrow Wilson International Center for. Scholars in ..... Interior Minis
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de.NBI Quarterly Newsletter 

30.05.2016 - during a workshop in Heidelberg that was initiated by Prof. Roland Eils and his team. This is another interesting topic selected by the de.NBI Administration Office for this Quarterly Newsletter. I hope you enjoy reading this new edition
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WPK-Quarterly II 2011 

graue Literatur handelt â€“ auf eine â€žwis- senschaftlich ... um graue Literatur, nicht um ein peer reviewed ...... in Deutschland (rote Linie) und den USA (blaue Linie).
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